Joining is optional. Thank you for your purchase – it helps all Ten Block Participants.

U/L _____________________
Distributor# ______________
A real economic change has come - true and legal opportunity has come.
To Participate: Buy or sell any Ten Block products and receive Chips Rewards. No further obligation.
Chips Rewards: You can collect your Chips Rewards pay-offs at your local Ten Block meetings. Chips
Rewards have no time limit to collect.
The Concept: Convert your cost of everyday products into opportunity. More Chips Rewards = More Opportunity.
Smart: As Ten Block Participants, we know that we must spend our money on these products anyway, so we have
absolutely nothing to lose. Signing up others is not required; if you sign somebody else, you will make what they make.
May logic and reason prevail and may you prosper. (M/D-OO)
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Terms of Use ● Ten Block Chips Rewards (“Chips Rewards” or “Rewards”) redemption values are determined by the sole discretion of Ten Block. Ten Block reserves the
right to change, modify and/or eliminate Chips Rewards, in whole or in part, at any time and in its sole discretion. Any changes or modifications will be effective
immediately upon posting the revisions at thetenblock.com and you (the “Participant”) waive any right you may have to receive specific notice of such changes or
modifications. Your participation in Chips Rewards confirms your acceptance of these Terms of Use and any such changes or modifications; therefore, you should review
these Terms of Use. If you do not agree to the Terms of Use, you must stop participating in Chips Rewards. REDEMPTION AND REWARDS VALUE - Rewards may be
redeemed for the cash values most recently posted on thetenblock.com or exchanged in lieu of cash for products for sale at your local Ten Block meetings. Past Rewards
valuations and payouts are no guarantee or indication of future payouts or valuations. Rewards are funded by company sales and profits and are determined by the sole
discretion of Ten Block. Rewards do not expire. LIMITATIONS - Rewards Participants do not acquire property rights in accrued rewards. All right, title and interest in Ten
Block including all copyrights, patents, trade secrets, trade dress and other proprietary rights, and any derivative works thereof, shall belong solely and exclusively to Ten
Block. Nothing in these Terms of Use or otherwise will be deemed to grant to you an ownership interest in Ten Block, in whole or in part. Furthermore, Rewards do not
constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should
it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. Rewards do not constitute an offer or solicitation to
sell shares or securities in Ten Block or any related or associated company. GENERAL - By participating in Chips Rewards, you agree to abide by these Terms of Use.
Participation in Ten Block and/or the awarding and redemption of Chips Rewards is void where prohibited by law. The payment of any taxes and other government charges
is the responsibility of the Participant. As a new model of business which issues cash-based consumer and sponsor rewards, Ten Block seeks regulation from governmental
and monetary authorities.

I have read all of the above and agree to the Terms of Use.
New Member Name __________________________________

Signature __________________________________
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Date ________________

A TRUE GAME CHANGER
The economic rules have changed, and our results prove it, period.
This is not your regular company model, it's unique in many ways. Here are just a few.
This model can pause and restart with no penalties to our Participants, or model.
This model responds to pure sales results, so when sales start, so do payoffs.
This model is engineered to enable our Participants to benefit, with minimal effort.
This model is structured as to be doable; it's much easier than most models.
This model has No Failure Mechanisms - buying or selling, in any amounts, and at any time is Perfect, with no minimums, so it effectively means
Nobody Fails in Ten Block. This signals incredible opportunity for those who do wish to hold meetings and sign up others because, as you just read,
Nobody Fails.
This model will sponsor all Participants, until Participants can sponsor themselves.
This model has a High Ethical Standard, so ask our Participants to get The Truth.
This model protects its Field Agents, Volunteers, Guardians, Directors, Sponsors, all its Participants, and all Friends of Ten Block, period.
WHAT IS Ten Block?
To all concerned parties: here's a heads up on what Ten Block is all about, what our results are, what we have already changed, and our future
plans.
This is "Ten Block Mechanism" and, in reality, it runs like a mechanism, not like a stereotypical company. Your stereotypical companies are
concerned with profits, as they should be, for their investors who depend on them for their incomes.
However, Ten Block is not typical of those models, so while profits are important, what's of optimal importance is "The Transfer of Profits," hence
"The Transfer of Wealth."
By doing so we also effectively Reversed the Economic Inequality of our Participants.
Our Participants can acquire possible payoffs in reasonable amounts at reasonable prices, and all within a doable program, and within a (testable)
economic safety zone.
IS EVERY WORD ABOVE TRUE?
ACTION TALKS - WORDS ARE WORTHLESS
Unlike others who are professing to know how, or writing a book, or who have made an abstract of how to "transfer wealth and reverse economic
inequality," we have already started The Tangible Transfer of Wealth, and we have already Tangibly Reversed the economic inequality to those
who participated with us.
We can boldly say that Ten Block is the Tangible Transfer of Wealth and Ten Block is The Tangible Reversal of Economic Inequality, not just with
words, but by our Past Actions, and our Past Tense Results.
Transfer of Wealth: occurs whenever profits are captured and redistributed to others.
Below is a sample of The Past Results, and The Past Payoff Results, and these results demonstrate tangible wealth was transferred.
Reversal of Inequality: occurs whenever those who could not become ability enabled.
Please note that our Past-Tense Results demonstrate our Participants are equality enabled.
True and Legal: occurs whenever distribution is transacted within legal standards.
These are Tangible Profits from practical items distributed by Ten Block Participants. These profits were captured from the typical circular flow,
and from the typical business model, and were: Transferred, and Redistributed to our Participants in equitable amounts, e.g. the more Ten Block
Chips Rewards = More payoffs, simple, effective.
LOX-A 0.00 (0.96) (1.86) (2.31) (2.62) (3.02) (3.42) (5.01) + .80 at $5.81
LOX-B 0.00 (0.33) (0.88) (1.70) (1.95) (2.25) (3.06) (4.51) + .92 at $5.43
LOX-C 0.00 (0.19) (0.79) (1.45) (1.66) (1.86) (2.59) (3.52) + .84 at $4.36
LOX-D 0.00 (0.09) (0.59) (1.06) (1.23) (1.38) (2.03) (2.75) + .62 at $3.37
LOX-E 0.00 (0.05) (0.29) (0.71) (0.86) (1.51) (2.08) + .59 at $2.67
LOX-F 0.00 (0.04) (0.23) (0.49) (0.63) (0.73) (0.96) (1.41) + .53 at $1.94
LOX-G 0.00 (0.03) (0.19) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.79) + .32 at $1.11
LOX-H $0.00 (0.14) (0.21) (0.29) (0.45) + .19 at $0.64
LOX-I $0.00 (0.05) (0.09) (0.12) (0.22) +.09 at $0.31
LOX-4 (0.05) (0.09) + .06 at $0.15
RN… (0.05) Now in progressive mode.. Stand by for results.. XO

NEW and UNIQUE
No business model, no organization, no fund, no government, NOBODY, has ever attempted to build a model like Ten Block Mechanism, period.
Ten Block is here to Signal True and Legal Opportunity, within True and Legal format, and there are NO OTHERS as of this time, but we will soon
train others in order to help others. Take your time and test all you want because while most other company models would love for you not to
Severely Scrutinize their Concepts, you will find the very opposite here. Ask, test, prove, and track the results. The results are the results, No Words
Needed. You will find out why we have such a high volunteer rate, and why so many people want to not just participate, but want to help Ten
Block.
ALL THE ABOVE IS TRUE. My name is Carlos and since every word I say - is true . . . whatever.
May logic and reason prevail, may you prosper. (M/D-OO)
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